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[ music in background ]

Yun 00:07
Hi, I'm Yun Lee.

Rae 00:08
And I'm Rae Parnell.

Yun 00:09
And we're the hosts of BARTALK.

Rae 00:11
BARTALK is a lecture performance and storytelling series that usually takes place in
different bars in The Hague. Each event has its own theme where we feature four
guests with different perspectives.

Yun 00:21
This is episode two of our podcast season on translation and transcription, and we're
happy to have Karina Dukalska with us today. Karina is a Rotterdam based graphic
designer, researcher and dance educator. She particularly enjoys working on
projects that focus on cultural diversity, differences in perspective and social
awareness. Her fascination with movement, rhythm and fluidity can be found in a
wide range of projects, including editorials, books, branding, event art-direction and
teaching.

Rae 00:50
We will be talking to Karina about her research on transcribing social dance, the
migration of dance, how dances are archived and how dances evolve. So let's
welcome Karina.

01:01
[ music fades ]

Yun 01:11
So, thank you so much for coming to the studio.

Karina Dukalska 01:14
Great. Thank you so much for having me. It's so nice to be here and to see you.



Yun 01:18
Yeah, we're really looking forward.

Rae 01:20
So you are a graphic designer by trade. How did you get into the world of dance?

Karina Dukalska 01:25
Oh, yeah, I've been dancing ever since I was a kid. I was the type of kid that would
make dances, little routines with my friends and show them at school talent shows...
And I picked up a lot of different dance classes from plays that that didn't stick very
well. So that didn't last long. But I tried Hip Hop and there was Ballroom for quite a
few years... And it felt like it was going to be the one that would stay. I quite liked
the element of there being so many different types of dance types within the
category of ballet and Latin. Each one had a completely different character that you
somewhat played. So I liked jumping between these characters these roles. But at
some point, I started feeling some kind of limitations then, and so I was ready to look
for something new... And a couple of years ago, I discovered Lindy Hop... and now
I'm doing that.

Yun 02:22
Can you explain what Lindy Hop is for our audiences?

Karina Dukalska 02:25
So [ music in background ] Lindy Hop or maybe I'll first talk about swing dances
generally. Swing dances are an umbrella term for Vernacular African American
Dance types from the United States. Uh, their origins come from West African
dances... and plantation dances... and they popped up in different areas of America,
roughly from the late 1920s to 1940s... And right now currently the the most common
one or the one that is mostly recognized is Lindy Hop... And that originates from
Harlem, New York.

Yun 03:00
And what's characteristic? Like all kinds of movements, how many, what
configurations of people are involved?

Karina Dukalska 03:06
You can dance all of these dances by yourself, or you could dance it with somebody
else. They are danced to different types of swing music. So the dances themselves
are... imagine your body being yet another instrument to the music. So uh,
depending on the music, that's how the dances would change a little bit. So in certain
cities, the swing music that was played there was a little bit more mellow, or use
particular instruments... And that's how it affected the movement as well.



Yun 03:32
Cool. [ music fades ] So I'm curious how do your practices as a graphic designer,
and as a dancer influence each other? I mean, we can see that dance influences
your work as a graphic designer. So for example, we can see it in your typography -
which you can, by the way, find on Karina's Instagram. I wonder if your graphic
design work influences you as a dancer?

Karina Dukalska 03:55
Yeah, for sure. Maybe not in a very direct way. But I'm quite a spatial type of person.
So I like to visualize different geometric shapes or lines in the space around me...
maybe that helps me as some sort of guide where I mold my body around. I don't
know if you've seen Queens Gambit where she visualizes the chess pieces on the
ceiling. It's kind of like that, where I visualize a different environment around me,
while dancing. So it helps me maybe navigate a particular shape I'm trying to go for
or picture what the possibilities could be.

Yun 04:33
Oh, that's cool.

Rae 04:33
That's super interesting.

Yun 04:34
So you actually think of it in terms of shapes and space,

Karina Dukalska 04:37
Yes, shapes or lines. Yeah.

Yun 04:39
Super interesting.

Rae 04:41
Cool.

Yun 04:41
Yeah. So, one of the main reasons why we invited you on this season about
translation and transcription is because you wrote a book called Back It Up. Which is
about the attempt to document social dance in graphical notation systems. In your
blurb you write that - the history and cultural values which plays such a strong role in
social dancing cannot be expressed in scores. Is there a way we could record and
archive social dance to not only pass down the steps, but also the culture to future
generations? Can you give a very brief definition of what you mean by graphical
notation systems in the context of scoring dances?



Karina Dukalska 05:19
So I'd view scores as instructions. So whether you want to compare it to musical
scores, or a script. For an actor, scores can be seen as a graphical way to represent
some instructions of a movement, whether you're trying to express direction or
rhythm or particular body shape. So this should be... a system like that would just
communicate an instruction for the body.

Yun 05:50
Can you define for us what social dance is?

Rae 05:53
Yes, because we have been arguing.

everyone 05:56
[ Laughing ]

Karina Dukalska 05:58
I understand where the argument comes from, it can be perceived in so many
different ways. So personally, I find social dance to be an interaction between two
people... whether it has to be to music or not... maybe not even... I don't... I mean...
the background. But it is this dynamic of searching for this nonverbal communication
between people and their movement.

Yun 06:32
So can you list some of the dances, some of the types of dances that you talk about
in the book?

Karina Dukalska 06:37
Obviously, Lindy Hop and a couple of other swing dances are listed in there. While I
started doing that… this entire research... my very initial concept was... I was trying
to find a system for myself to write down my steps from Ballroom. I was dancing
Ballroom still back then.... And I was having some problems with...with memory at
the moment... And then I thought... I'm starting to forget things, I don't want to lose all
of the knowledge I have... I want to find a way, just for myself, to write these
instructions down that in the future... I can always read it back so that it's clear
enough in some graphical simple way to communicate instructions... And the more I
started doing research into steps and all of the different ways that people would write
down dances. I started seeing more and more difficulties in the approach of writing
down dance, because it's so much more than just the steps…

Karina Dukalska 07:37
And obviously, we all have the elements of how do you put everything into one
system? It's... so many people have tried to... to express... Okay, so you have to
think about body movement, what happens with an arm? What happens with a leg?



But also what direction? What's the rhythm? What's the music? How does it match to
the music? There are so many elements that people struggle to fit it all into one
system… And then they decided, Okay, maybe we could put two systems next to
each other. So something like music stave next to a diagram... and then they tried
pairing it up.... Indeed, the more I looked into different dances around the world, and
the struggle between the documentation of these dances, the more I realized, the
notation is one thing, but it's so much beyond the steps. Documenting the culture of
the people, and the values of the culture is a whole other set that needs to be put
together to understand the dance itself. So the social dances that really kind of
sparked this change and thought was a Kizomba. I think that that was the one that
really kind of woke me up to the concept of that there is a serious
problem here.

Yun 08:52
Wait, are you saying-- people have made scores for Kizomba?

Karina Dukalska 08:57
No, but there was a big mistranslation of... of the dance itself.

Yun 09:02
Okay. Please tell.

Karina Dukalska 09:03
So what happened was right now, looking at Kizomba the way it's presented today.
It's a very popular dance. There's a lot of interest, a lot of Latin dance schools.

Rae 09:15
Yeah. Can you describe what it is actually?

Karina Dukalska 09:18
I don't want to be giving away that why actually is too soon.

Rae 09:23
Okay, then we will wait.

Karina Dukalska 09:23
So it's presented as this [ music in background ] Latin dance. Similar to Bachata and
dance to similar music... and there's a lot of the hip movement... and it's portrayed as
like the sexiest dance out there. So there's a lot of demand... And the more I did
research into the dance itself, turns out the dance isn't Latin at all. It's Angolan. [
music stops ] And it started becoming popular, roughly in the 1980s. During the
Angolan Civil War, there was quite a lot of refugees that went to Portugal... and then
they wanted to share their native dance to the people there... And perhaps they
weren't communicating the dance that well… maybe they... they weren't good dance



teachers... that's also possible. Or perhaps the people in Portugal just miss
understood the value and the culture of the dance. So the Portuguese perceived it as
this very hypersexual dance, when in reality, it's a very sensual dance. So it's a
dance you dance at family reunions, and you dance it with your grandma. So that
information made me think that... yeah, that there was a cultural misunderstanding, a
value misunderstanding... And that's not something you can communicate in a
graphical style. So definitely, the steps in the graphical style and geometric shapes
and things like that help. But you need so much more to, to get the actual
understanding of why you're moving in a particular way. What's the intention?

Yun 10:58
So is the original Kizomba still danced?

Karina Dukalska 11:01
Yes.

Yun 11:02
Okay.

Karina Dukalska 11:02
So it's actually quite funny. If you go on YouTube, you can check out some some
videos, if you just write Kizomba. There's a lot of videos of workshops happening all
over the world... And there's very typically you'd find dance teachers doing some
workshop... and it's their presentation and they have very tight clothes on... and
super high heels and they dance in a particular hyper sexualized way... And then if
you write in on YouTube, same Kizomba, but Angola right afterwards, and you see
just the dance being danced at family reunions or on the street. It's not the same.

Yun 11:41
Right.

Rae 11:42
Well, you were also talking about... Like how important the cultural context is. So
how do you notate both the steps and the cultural context?

Karina Dukalska 11:50
Oh, yeah, I think the cultural contexts through notation is in books, or in the
conversations you have with people. It's not necessarily something you can make a
graphic out of. You... you have to connect with the people. You have to either read
the stories of people who have danced it their whole lives, their bibliographies, the
history of the dance... of the culture itself. Or talk to the people, talk to the
communities.



Yun 12:21
Yeah, that makes sense. More oral history.

Rae 12:24
Of course.

Yun 12:25
I have a question about what kinds of scores are you looking at? I mean, how have
people attempted to score things in the past and in relation to different dances. So I
can talk about one example that I've seen in the past. So with some French Baroque
dances, I've seen scores for those... And those are really beautiful. They are very,
like, I don't know, the lines that they draw for certain movements are very
ornamental, right... And sometimes there is the music notation there as well, which
makes sense. But what about other dances?

Karina Dukalska 12:56
So indeed, those were very detailed, beautiful transcripts... And those mostly were
made for... for the king for the French King. So these were very formal documents..
So they had maybe a different type of purpose. Another one that is in my book was
from Benech, this was in England, mid century. He was helping his wife that was a
ballet dancer... And she just needed a system for herself to help her and her
students. So he created a system for her and it just looks like a music staff with lines
on it... And each line represented out of the five lines was different body parts. So
the first one would be the head... And the last one would be the toes, and everything
in between... and it worked for that purpose, because ballet itself is a standardized
dance. So he was able to really translate the already strict to dance into a strict
notation… and it worked... And it worked very well for that particular purpose.

Karina Dukalska 14:01
Merce Cunningham was another crazy example... And I had a love hate relationship
with his work for, for quite some time. At the beginning... At the beginning, I really
wanted to find a system that would have this very clear, communicative nature... of
just copy from one to the other translate as clearly as possible... And every single
one of his scores was different... And I didn't understand why. I didn't understand
why he was making it difficult to understand his work. He himself was an amazing
Avant Garde contemporary dancer... and a lot of his dances and then scores were
based on mathematical structures on chance... he would roll dice... and things would
just pop up... And every single one of those scores either looked like grids or they
look like scribbles or just numbers... And for him, it wasn't that important to
communicate what happened to a particular body movement in what particular
moment. He wanted to give space to the dancers. To the people reading his scores
to interpret his work. So one of them is a page... well, that just looks like a lot of
scribbles. But he wanted to express this freedom of running up and down a stage



and give this light summery, breezy feel. So you read it, however you want to read
it... And you embody that in however your body feels right. So it wasn't necessarily a
strict instruction of follow this precisely as I say, but make it match to how it feels
good to you. Which now I appreciate looking.... Now... I definitely think that that's a
better way to approach a dance scores.

Yun 15:54
You mean to have like a gestural thing or to have different systems for different
dances?

Karina Dukalska 16:01
I think both. That's... Yeah, one of the things that I've noticed was that depending on
what dance you are communicating, other things matter more. So let's say out of the
workshops, I was running inn the past, when people were trying to communicate
tap... they were focusing more on on the rhythm, obviously, because that seems like
the most obvious thing to try to communicate. Whereas when they're communicating
contemporary dance for modern dance, there were a lot... but there was a lot more
focus on on the space and how the space was being used. Because obviously, that
was the most clear thing for them that needed to be focused on. So indeed, different
types of notations depending on the style on… the on the type of dance, but also
giving the space to the person reading the score, that they don't have to follow it
100%. But that you communicate the values of the dance... and the feeling that
you're trying to evoke, rather than specifically, what happens to your pinkie in a
particular moment. [ laughing ]

Yun 17:10
Yeah, I can also imagine that, you know, he was very much influenced by his partner,
John Cage, and other Fluxus artists at the time, who were very involved in using
chance operations.

Karina Dukalska 17:22
Indeed.

Rae 17:25
Yeah, I mean, you're talking about... Yeah, scores and sort of the interpretation. But
how does scoring a dance, just change the dance in general?

Karina Dukalska 17:34
Oh, uhm…

Yun 17:36
Do you have any case studies where we're after, after someone developed a
notation system that people actually followed. It kind of changed the way that that
dance was practiced?



Karina Dukalska 17:48
I think so. Yeah, it's depending on who reads it, their perception of that instruction
can change. So their perception of space is different. Their perception of time is
different. Definitely, you cannot force your perceptions of time and space onto
somebody else. Yeah, going back to Merce Cunningham, the fact that for him, it was
more important to express the the intention and the value. I think that communicates
the dance better. So going back to Kizomba, if rather than putting so much focus on
what happens with the footwork, if there was more focus put onto, why are you
moving in a particular way, the intention... maybe that the body itself would move
differently. So instead of dancing in a very sexual way, the dance that more in a
sensual way... all of a sudden, the dynamic and the dynamic between the dancers
changes as well…

Yun 18:44
Yeah, that makes a lot of sense. I'm curious. How many people actually read dance
notation?

Rae 18:52
Yeah, or like use scores to learn to dance.

Karina Dukalska 18:55
Yeah, dance schools from... from the ones that I know or have talked to, don't really
do that. They... They focus... If you think about just dance schools, you'd think you
show up to a class and you have a teacher and you learn from them. That's kind of
where it ends. I was so happy to be able to talk to so many dancers that dance
different types of dances. Back in 2019, I joined the choreographic coding lab... Was
a week long event with a lot of people geeking about scores and the technology
behind documentation dance. This was a actually part of the Fiber Festival... crew
together with Motion Bank. I think they're a Germany based.

Karina Dukalska 19:45
And most of the people there were contemporary and modern dancers... and I've
learned so much from them... And the way that they they get taught and how they
teach... And indeed, they have a whole alphabet actually, kind of like a dictionary of
terms that helps them communicate what... the exactly these these values and
intentions in a dance... You [ music in background ] cannot tell somebody to move
pacifically under a particular angle or speed. But if you tell them dance as if you're
floating on a balloon, and all of a sudden people know how to embody that... And I
was super happy to work with Alina Jacobs a couple of times. She's also a
contemporary dancer, and she has connections with Codarts, and Rotterdam... And
she was taught there and now she's passing on the legacy of her teacher that's now
retired... and the teacher herself she had a system of her own. So Alina learned the
scoring system and is now using it. I'm not sure how much she's passing this on



down to somebody else, or whether she uses it in her teaching. But there is this
element of legacy and passing down the knowledge of grand dancers. [
music fades ]

Yun 21:04
It's nice to think about actually, a little heritage. [ laughing ] So we actually met at a
score making workshop for non musicians. That was the concept... called Body
Scores, that myself and Natalie Fyfe, were giving out WORM. The concept of the
workshop was that we were experimenting with different... well making different kinds
of scores and the very broad sense. So not just written, but also verbal, maybe audio
scores. Basically, trying to archive your ideas on a piece of paper or other way in
order for it to be re performed or reinterpreted by someone else or yourself at a later
time. But anyway, it was really poorly scheduled, and no one showed up except for
you... And we spent the next few hours just nerding out about scores... And that's
how we met, and you got involved in the next Body Scores workshop, which ended
up being really great.

Karina Dukalska 21:37
Right, it was yeah... yeah.

Yun 21:56
So I was wondering, can you talk about your contribution to this workshop, which
was more about transcribing movement.

Karina Dukalska 22:03
Yeah.

Yun 22:04
That was with Alina, as well?

Karina Dukalska 22:05
Yes, yes. So, Alina helped a lot with this one as well. But the workshop, I took some
of the research that I created previously, and that was that the beginnings were in
the book. Where I gave context to the participants about notation systems... And I
showed them all these different beautiful examples like, like the Baroque documents.
So they get a general feeling of all the different possibilities of making notation
systems. Then I give some context behind the issues behind translating dance or the
mistranslation of culture... And then this is when Alina would dance short pieces...
And I gave pieces of paper and pens to the participants... and I wanted them to give
it a go and see what they can create, what kind of score they can do. And she would
dance the exact same short piece two or three times in a row... So that they can see
a pattern... or maybe predict what... what steps where... Maybe they want to, with the
second or third try fix the second or third try fix up certain things- they then noticed
where they need to pay more attention to. I wanted them to really feel how difficult it



is... And the first dance that she danced was contemporary, the second one was
tango, that was a different dance type... And I wanted to hear from the
participants how that differed in their approach... And indeed, what I mentioned
before is that all of a sudden... first with contemporary they were a lot more
interested in... in the general flow. The shape of the movements she was making...
And with tango, there were a lot more focused on the geometric shape of the body
and her footwork because it has a quite a sharp look to it.

Yun 22:16
Were there any scores that surprised you in the approach? Or were they roughly
similar because of the clarity of the dance moves?

Karina Dukalska 23:59
If you see them together as a composition... You really grasp what was happening
during the performances...the dances. If you look at them individually, maybe less
so. There's a two particular ones when they're side by side that they're quite funny.
The dance itself, the contemporary dance... Alina started quite, well, let's say high
up, standing up, she would move around the space. As she finished, she ended up
star fishing on the floor... And there's very sharp end to the dance... And so one of
the scores that the person really tried strongly to capture as many of these elements
through her dance... and the shapes she was creating with her body... And then the
very last one of the stick figures was lying down on the floor... and a score of a
different participant right next to it, it was also using stick figures... The first time was
standing up and the second one was on the floor [ laughing ] Just with a squiggle in
between… something happend... And now they're on the floor.

Yun 25:05
Yeah, this these are really interesting because you can also see what stands out to
people right?

Karina Dukalska 25:09
Yeah.

[ music in background ]

Yun 00:02
We're gonna take a quick break for a word about one of our sponsors.

Rae 00:05
So when we first decided to start this podcast, we had no idea where to begin.
Luckily, we found anchor.fm, which is how we distribute it.

Yun 00:13



If you haven't heard about anchor, it's the easiest way to make a podcast. Here's
why: It's free and there are creation tools that allow you to record and edit your
podcast right from your phone or computer.

Rae 00:24
Anchor will distribute your podcast for you so it can be heard on Spotify, Apple
podcasts and other platforms. You can also make money from your podcast with no
minimum listenership, and is everything you need to make a podcast all in one place.

Yun 00:39
So download the free anchor app, or go to anchor.fm to get started. That's a n c h o r
dot f m.

[ music stops ]

Rae 00:00
Okay, so according to Wikipedia: social dance is a dance category of dances that
have a social function and context. Social dances are intended for participation
rather than performance, and can be led and followed with relative ease. They're
often dance merely to socialize and for entertainment, though they may have
ceremonial, competitive and erotic functions. So under this definition, TikTok dances
are probably the most recent phenomena of social dances. Do you have any
opinions about this? Or do you have any favorite Tick Tock dances, maybe?

Karina Dukalska 00:34
I'm not sure whether I would agree...

Rae 00:37
Let's go.

everyone 00:40
[ Laughing ]

Karina Dukalska 00:40
Yeah, I think a social dance, personally, is seeking this connection with the person-
live. So this this nonverbal dialogue you have with somebody, and you create
something together in that moment. And I guess the... the purpose of that is to seek
connection in that moment, to share an experience. A TikTok dance has more of a
performative aspect to it. Yes, it's social because you're sharing it, but it feels more
like making things public, or publicizing a performance, rather than seeking a
connection with somebody. It's an extra thing that happens, thanks to it, but it's not
the primary focus. Personally, I think that it's… people can upload a video and
somebody can react to that video with a continuation of it or a remix of it. It's still
social on that element, but you're not sharing that moment together in the same time,



you're not creating something.... This dynamic of a conversation shared at the same
time.

Yun 01:47
That... that's a fair...

Rae 01:50
Wait, beacause-

Karina Dukalska 01:51
Tell me

Rae 01:51
Yes. But some tiktok dances you do with multiple people. I guess this is also what we
were arguing about with what is social dance?

Yun 01:59
Yeah.

Rae 01:59
Because for example, when we were talking about Ballroom earlier, do you consider
that a social dance?

Yun 02:05
So we're talking about voguing.

Rae 02:06
Sorry. Yeah, voguing.

Yun 02:07
Should clarify.

Rae 02:08
Yeah. Thank you. So with voguing, is that a social dance? In your opinion?

Yun 02:12
If it's about creating connection... right... so using your logic.

Rae 02:16
Right.

Karina Dukalska 02:16



Yeah, it's... you do create connection. But it's... it's still find it more of a performer and
audience connection, rather than two creatives creating something at the same time
as a joint piece.

Rae 02:33
Okay, is that what makes something a social....?

Karina Dukalska 02:35
I think so? Let's say, you could go to a club, and just dance at a club and you see
somebody, you dance next to one another, you don't even have to be touching. But
you have this dynamic, you sometimes have eye contact. They do something, you
respond this way, one way, you show me the other way... And you can have fun
together and create something together... And that's already a social dance, you're
having this dialogue together. It's not for a performative... it doesn't have a
performative nature. In that sense, although I think that the issue here is maybe the
platform itself, because of technology. Although because of Corona, a lot of our
dance events were canceled for for obvious reasons... And our dancing community
was trying to find ways to still connect with one another without being in the same
space together. So their efforts to make Zoom parties... And maybe at the very
beginning, it felt somewhat awkward. But the more it happened, the more it became
the norm. But I'd find those... Yes, social gathering social parties, despite, I'd have
my laptop set up... And I'd be just dancing by myself in my living room with a screen
of a friend, Locks, I saw them dance and we're still connecting with one another,
despite them love dancing in their living room, I'm dancing mine. But there was still
this dialogue happening between the two of us. I think maybe the intention or the
nature itself is what makes a dance social or not. Or performative or not.

Yun 04:15
That's lovely. I mean, this Zoom dancing, yeah, I mean, did you still get the same
feeling or a similar feeling?

Karina Dukalska 04:24
[ laughs] Similar.

everyone 04:26
[ Laughing ]

Karina Dukalska 04:27
You're a bit limited to the space and to what you're able to communicate through the
screen. So there was a lot of the walking down the stairs type of looks [ laughing ]
where someone would just lower down the screen a little bit... or just lying down on
the floor and legs wiggling up in the air.



Karina Dukalska 04:46
There's a lot of more of a comedic element to. [ laughing ] It was still fun.

Yun 04:53
Okay, so according to your definition, social dance involves... Well, a relationship
between the dancers.

Rae 05:00
A connection.

Yun 05:00
Also time. So there's an instantaneous element to it right? It has to happen in the
same time, same space… And intention...

Karina Dukalska 05:10
Intention...

Yun 05:12
And the level of like how public it is or how viewed it is.

Karina Dukalska 05:16
I think how viewed it is. Because let's say you can have two dancers having this
personal connection together. But they're on a stage, and there's an audience
looking at them. So from the perspective of the audience, that is a performance. For
the dancers themselves, that could be a social dance, because they don't care about
the audience, their intention is to have a good time between just the two of them.

Yun 05:40
Right.

Karina Dukalska 05:41
Although if you know, there's an audience... and let's say you're getting paid... and
this is your job, then you dance differently. Because you know, you're meant to
perform.

Yun 05:50
Right.

Karina Dukalska 05:50
So I think your intention plays a big, big role in this.



Yun 05:54
I know Rae is gonna do it... with Ballroom like... okay... yes... there's an audience.
But there's a difference between a Ballroom crowd.... And a kind of more like a

Rae 06:04
Spectator...

Yun 06:05
Like, yeah.

Rae 06:06
Who aren't from the scene because like, sometimes if I'm thinking about voguing...
then...

Yun 06:09
Everyone is involved.

Rae 06:11
Like everyone is involved. But then I guess you can say that with all performances.
But I think Ballroom is different because you have... So the performer isn't only in
contact with the other dancers, but they're also speaking to the MC's. So there's the
connection, and also the DJ... and then the audience as well. So there are all these
social connections happening...

Yun 06:32
Especially during a battle.

Rae 06:33
Yeah... And during a battle, that's like the most important part. That's where, like, all
of this social stuff is happening at once. Because... like... the audience is also... you
know... saying the chants of each person's house. So there's like, all of these
different, yeah, connections together.

Yun 06:47
Yeah, I think the answer is like, it depends.

Karina Dukalska 06:49
Yeah.

Rae 06:51
Of course, of course... And I also, like, I think we were also wondering if... if Jazz
dance was a social dance, right?



Yun 06:58
Yeah, I think we have a very different relationship... Because I did Jazz dance as a
kid.

Karina Dukalska 07:03
Cool.

Yun 07:04
And it was like a solo thing. It was like...

Karina Dukalska 07:06
Did you like it?

Yun 07:08
It was fun. [ laughing ] I was 11 okay, I wanted to play field hockey. I didn't want to
dance. [ laughing ] But yeah, I don't know. So I was doing Jazz ballet and tap, right? I
don't remember so much about jazz.

Karina Dukalska 07:22
Right.

Yun 07:23
I think tap dance was my favorite.

Karina Dukalska 07:24
I was about to ask which was your favorite? Yeah, tap.

Yun 07:27
Tap. Yeah, absolutely.

Karina Dukalska 07:29
Tap is amazing.

Yun 07:31
Yeah, but uh, that was not a social thing at all, for me. The cultural element, the
historical element was completely stripped from the way that I learned it... And then
I'm talking to Rae about this.

Rae 07:42
Yeah, I always thought that jazz dance was a social dance... And then that's why we
went to Wikipedia. And...



Karina Dukalska 07:47
Yeah, so it all depends on the teacher. So there's a lot of people who focus so much
on putting all the effort into teaching on the footsteps or on the body movement, that
they forget that there's so much more that they need to teach. That they need to
pass on it and never really crosses their mind that there is more to it than just the
steps. So in the way that you got taught, probably the person somewhat
standardized the dance, and forgot about the historical and cultural values behind it.

Yun 08:17
Absolutely.

Karina Dukalska 08:17
So this is something that thankfully, dance schools are waking up to in the past year
or two. Where they're realizing... hey, there's more to it... And if we continue doing
things the way we used to... I think they're finally waking up to the notion that they're
just helping cultural erasure... And that's... that's... I'm so thrilled to see that schools
are starting to wake up to realize that they are harming a culture by not
communicating everything else that is a part of the dance.

Yun 08:48
Yeah, absolutely.

Karina Dukalska 08:49
Actually, I had a very odd interaction a few years back. [ music in the background ]
So this was I just finished the publication... And a man wanted to meet with me, he
heard about my work via via... And he gave me the name of his company, I looked it
up, the site seemed a little bit vague. It was dance production platform something. I
was like okay I'll give it a go. We had some kind of mutual connections so fine. I
agreed to meet with them. I got picked up and taken to his office, which was already
dodgy. [laughing]

Karina Dukalska 09:31
I should have not gotten into a car with a stranger but [ laughing ] this person was a
friend of a friend so I thought... okay, this is, this should be okay. I get to the location
outskirts of the city. I get into the office, no staff, no tables and massive location. But
just, there's a lot of, I don't know, like props and party stuff and a little setup for like a
photography studio and camera equipment. Okay, fine... and go to the office and I
meet man, super nice guy, we hit it off. I think we talked for an hour or two... And we
talked about my research. He told me about what he does... And the more he's
talking, the more I'm realizing he's kind of like the Don of the like Salsa world in
Holland. So there's a couple of people who control the whole Salsa and Latin
community inHolland and all the schools and parties. It's kind of like a little mafia.



Yun 10:31
Sounds like a mafia.

Karina Dukalska 10:32
Yeah... And they don't want to work together. But they have to work together. There's
tension. It was quite an interesting experience... And but yeah, I got talking about my
research, and I told him about the case of Kizomba... And he was looking at me, and
how is it that you don't dance it and you have all of this knowledge? Whereas I know,
people who have been dancing Kizomba for 10 20 years, know nothing about the
history or the background. They still think it's a Latin dance. They don't know it's not.
So yeah, I'm thrilled to see that people are starting to... to actually put input into
learning what they're doing... And it's absolutely okay to take part in a culture that
you do not directly identify with, as long as you seek for those connections, seek for
actually how are you connected to the culture... and talk to the people... [ music in
the background ] Learn about them learn about the value of the dance, it might turn
out that actually, the reason why you're interested is because you have common
values.

11:49
[ music stops ]

Yun 12:01
So on to audience questions. Danny from The Hague wants to know: What for you is
the most important part of scoring or archiving a dance and why?

Karina Dukalska 12:13
Definitely adding context of the culture, of the history. It doesn't have to be on a
score method doesn't have to be in diagrams. But definitely context to create a
bigger picture, a deeper picture of the dance itself.

Yun 12:29
Cool.

Rae 12:30
Great. So we have another question from Bilyanna from the Hague: Why do you
think social dances originating from Western Europe are mainly couple dances or
duet dances? And the majority of social dances from elsewhere are performed in a
circle, or in a line. Is there a difference between the complexity of recording these
types of dances? So it's kind of like two questions.

Karina Dukalska 12:51
What was that generally European or Western European?



Rae 12:54
Western Europe specifically.

Yun 12:57
You can also say if this is not true.

Karina Dukalska 12:58
I don't think I have enough knowledge to fully answer. It might have to do with this
cultural element of community. So dances that are danced in circles or in lines,
emphasize really this element of togetherness. The dancing and couples maybe
comes from times when you had Waltzes and Ballrooms, and they were set up to
find a partner, a husband or wife. So the intention was to form a couple. So that's
why the dances were performed as a couple, rather than as a community. Although
you do have a lot of folk dances, whether it's folk dances in England, or in Poland,
where they are beautiful dances that are communal. Where you might dance with
one person for half a minute or even less so... And then you take the step to the side
and new dance with the next person. So it's this very fluid change of person you
dance with. Not sure if that answers.

Rae 14:06
Yeah, I think-

Yun 14:07
There's also me it seems like there's also a class difference as well, right?

Karina Dukalska 14:12
For sure.

Yun 14:12
I say folk dances and you know, like ballroom dance.

Karina Dukalska 14:15
Yes.

Yun 14:15
Right. I remember in an interview with Bogomir that we did...

Karina Dukalska 14:19
Oh, such a good one.

Yun 14:21
But he was talking about the scene in Titanic, right where Rose, Kate Winslet, she's
like dying in first class



when everything's really dry. Then she goes down to the deck, where the working
class passengers are to like, dance a jig or, or whatever.

Rae 14:37
Yeah.

Yun 14:38
And it's, it's much more communal. So...

Karina Dukalska 14:41
I think it's this element of a support system as well. So the reason why people dance
together is to show that you're there for one another, that you're wanting to share an
experience with one another. I guess maybe there's this perception of this Western
European attitude towards dancing with just another person. Might be maybe
connected to a culture being more individualistic, but definitely a social class thing, or
just genuinely wanting to show that you're a part of a community and that there is a
support system.

Rae 15:13
And the-

Yun 15:14
Sorry, I just have one more question. Do you know anything about like Dutch social
dances?

Karina Dukalska 15:19
Yeah. So I think the the first one that pops up to at least Dutch people's mind is the
Polonaise where, you know, it's just, that's silly. You put your hands on somebody
else's shoulder and you create this little snake and you kind of bounce around the
room...like uh... zigzag around the room with a, in a chain. That's another very good
example of a miss translated and butchered dance, because Polonez is a Polish
dance... And it used to be this really grand, social and folk dance that indeed, you
would dance with somebody. But then you regularly change partners throughout the
dance... And it was danced and formal occasions at weddings. I'm talking about the
18th century Poland... And instead now in Holland, they turned it into ziggy zaggy
snake dance.

everyone 16:17
[ Laughing ]

Rae 16:19
That's a good example. The second part of this question was, is there a difference in
complexity in recording? Like a group or a more circular dance versus someone who
is dancing solo, or in a couple?



Yun 16:30
If these kinds of dances are recorded at all.

Rae 16:32
Yeah.

Karina Dukalska 16:33
Yeah, I think that, because dances... The more people danced, they're seen more of
a social dance... and there is less interest in recording it. Because it's, oh, yeah, it's
just a thing that people do nowadays, so why document. It's the same as if you were
to go to a club right now. It's like oh, yeah, people are dancing. So what no one,
except for Bogomir [ laughing] finds it important to actually look at it... and see why
people are dancing in a particular way. What type of music are they dancing to? How
do people connect? So if you're living in that moment, people don't necessarily see
the means for it until a lot of time passes by... And people know, oh, yeah, there used
to be that dance that people used to do. So I think only with time people start
reflecting and seeing the necessity of archiving. I think it's this element, that dance is
an ephemeral art. It's constantly changing. It's evolving, because music is evolving...
And the societal needs are evolving. People dance to express themselves and their
needs... And as things change, their movement changes and the music also
changes. So that's why people don't necessarily think about preservation of what is
current.

Yun 17:51
Yeah.

Karina Dukalska 17:51
They only see the value of it once time has passed.

Yun 17:55
That makes sense too. Anonymous asks: for you, what are the differences between
photographic documentation of a dance and notation? And why would notation be a
preferred method for you?

Karina Dukalska 18:07
Oh, yeah, photographic documentation might be good from the perspective of an
audience member. If you see a performance... and you see the dancers on stage,
you were saying it from a different angle, you could take a photo and you can
remember the performance. Whether it's a photo or a video, that's your form of
documenting it... And then that works for you. But from the perspective of a dancer,
you need to see it from your eyes. So a photo isn't really going to do much help. A
video is very difficult. I don't know if you guys ever tried to learn a dance from a
YouTube video?



Yun 18:46
Yes.

Karina Dukalska 18:47
Isn't it annoying that you watch something, you pause it, you go back you rewatch it,
you pause it, it's just, it's a never ending story. First of all, it's flipped. So you have to
know, okay, they're showing their right leg, but then that's my left... And it's just
because it's from a different perspective, it's a lot harder to learn… And maybe
because you're trying to copy exactly what is happening there. Because the value on
that intention isn't communicated. So in a score, it's a lot easier to read these
instructions, because you focus more on... Okay, they're giving me an instruction to
move in a particular direction in a particular way. But I'm less worried about how
aesthetically it's going to appear.

Rae 19:29
Yep, that makes sense. Isabel would like to know, how does notation find a place
and value in today's dance and movement communities?

Karina Dukalska 19:36
Yeah, so I think definitely and performative dances and standardized dances. If it's a
dance that you want to recreate, then sure it makes sense. Or if you're making notes
for yourself for the future, then that would make sense. But dances that are not
specific on how you execute the step. Taking Lindy Hop as an example, the core
values of the dance are expression, is connection to the music, is individualism, you
cannot force that into a score. So when teaching Lindy Hop, it wouldn't make sense
to do it from a score because you're trying to encourage students to explore these
values and how it connects back to themselves.

Rae 20:24
Perfect.

Yun 20:25
Michael from Rotterdam asks, do you use music in your classes? Do you teach by
the way? You do teach...

Karina Dukalska 20:30
I do.

Yun 20:33
So do you use music in your classes? And for me, music influences my emotions,
strokes and rhythm with which I make drawings. Do you think music influences the
way people make notation? And do you think that contributes? Or distorts the
accuracy of the notations?



Karina Dukalska 20:49
Oh, that's a very good question. So with the question, do I teach? Yes, I teach
dance. So we use music? So that the music that we use is swing jazz. But I think
that the question here is more of do I teach notation system? I think?

Yun 21:05
Yeah, I guess the assumption here is that you are making notation.

Karina Dukalska 21:10
Yes. So I would understand why music would alter the way you draw. I used to oil
paint for a decade when I was a kid... And I would always listen to music... And
obviously, if I had more upbeat music or angrier music, then that would reflect in my
painting. Whereas most of the time, actually, I listened to quite calm things... and
then that reflect in the brushstrokes. So definitely, I understand where the question
comes from. That I think that's something that I'd love to experiment with, actually.

Yun 21:45
Do you use notations in your classes at all?

Karina Dukalska 21:47
Oh, no, no...

Yun 21:48
Yeah.

Karina Dukalska 21:48
Because that the values of the dance don't connect with notation systems.

Yun 21:53
Right. Yeah.

Karina Dukalska 21:54
I make it sometimes for myself as notes when I'm prepping classes, just so that I get
a better understanding of the framework of the class. But it's mostly notes to, I don't
know, make an emphasis on a particular beats, or I use, maybe more scatting.
Because that that communicates not only time, but also the intention of the
movement. So whether a sound is soft or sharp. It communicates both time and
intention in one.

Yun 22:23
That is also a kind of notation.



Karina Dukalska 22:25
Yeah, for sure.

Rae 22:25
Yeah.

Yun 22:26
Yeah. I'm also thinking about the ballet notation you were talking about with the five
lines dividing body parts. I mean, looking at that it does not communicate the music
aspect at all.

Karina Dukalska 22:36
No.

everyone 22:37
[ Laughing ]

Yun 22:37
You're cutting the body up, and there's no...

Karina Dukalska 22:40
Very scientific.

Karina Dukalska 22:42
[ Laughing ]

Yun 22:43
It's completely dry. So yeah, totally depends on the dance.

Karina Dukalska 22:47
Yeah.

Rae 22:48
We have one final question. This is from Anna from Amsterdam: Do you think body
scores can be useful in self care and healing physical pain?

Yun 22:57
So I don't know if Anna means like, the workshop? I think just the scores...

Rae 23:03
Scores. Yeah. Or maybe even movement?

Yun 23:05
Yeah.



Karina Dukalska 23:06
Whether they can help with?

Rae 23:08
Can be useful and self care and healing physical pain.

Karina Dukalska 23:11
Yeah, I think whatever way someone can help themselves, try it... And there's a
whole science behind dance therapy... And I'm curious how they actually approach it,
whether they use notational systems or not. One thing that I find quite important in
dance classes of any type of dance is understanding your own body, how your body
moves, what feels comfortable, what doesn't, each person has a different body,
different type of shapes. So you cannot force a particular movement on somebody
because it can be executed completely different. Someone has very long legs or
short legs, that, that's going to already make a big difference in the size of the step
and things like that... And I also want people to understand that their own body feels
comfortable to move in particular ways. So each person might have a particular body
type that they like, more or less. So because I've really enjoyed Latin dances in the
past, I particularly like adding maybe more hip flair into my movement, whereas
somebody else might be more interested in rhythmical sounds, and they really like
how fast they can move their feet through... they're going to put a lot more emphasis
into that. So healing of your own body, I think discovering what feels comfortable,
what feels uncomfortable, that's the first step... And then working around that using
scores might actually be very helpful. Whether you want to avoid the places that
cause discomfort... and work towards making it more comfortable. [ music in
background ]That's up to the person themselves.

Yun 24:49
Well, Karina, this has been so much fun. Thank you so much for sharing all your
research and your
thoughts and ideas.

Karina Dukalska 24:56
Thank you for having me.

Yun 24:57
Yeah of course. If you want to see more of Karina's work, check out her Instagram
@karina_dukalska or check out her website karinadukalska.com. She also teaches
at Swing in Rhythm in Rotterdam. So if you want some classes in Lindy Hop, go
there. Also a little plug Karina and I will be giving a Body Scores workshop this fall at
the end of September, so keep an eye out for that. Thank you.



Rae 25:24
Thank you so much.

Karina Dukalska 25:25
Thank you.

Yun 25:45
That was Karina Dukalska on this episode of BARTALK.

Yun 25:49
I'm Yun Lee.

Rae 25:50
And I'm Rae Parnell. If you like what you heard, you can follow us on Instagram and
Facebook... And be sure to subscribe wherever you listen to your podcasts. We also
made a transcription of this episode, which you can find on our website. You can find
links to related resources in the show notes of this episode.

Yun 26:06
We want to thank Hans Poel for recording and editing these podcasts, Nia
Konstantinova for doing our PR, Denise Lee for designing the banner and Sarafina
van Ast for transcribing our podcasts.

Rae 26:18
Thank you to iii for letting us record in their studio, Stroom Den Haag and Mondriaan
Fonds for supporting our program... And last but not least, we want to thank all of
you listeners out there tuning in.

Yun 26:29
Tune in next week when we talk to Xavier Bridault about humor, translation and how
AI affects language
today. See you then.

26:41
[ music fades]




